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For context-free grammars, all of the following restrictive devices are 
equivalent with respect to generative power: a regular control language, 
programming, a set of matrices, and periodic time-variance. This leads to 
several new characterizations of the family of recursively enumerable languages. 
Eg., every recursively enumerable language is generated by a context-free 
grammar, where the set of productions available at the ith step of a derivation 
is a periodic function of i. 
Context-free grammars are in general too weak for describing various 
types of language structures. However, context-free grammars supplemented 
by a restrictive device on the use of productions may constitute a powerful 
generative tool. I f  such a restrictive device is added then not every derivaton 
leading from the initial symbol to a terminal word is acceptable. In this paper, 
four such restrictive devices are introduced for context-free grammars. 
In a periodically time-variant grammar, the set of productions available at the 
ith step of a derivation is a periodic function of i. In a matrix grammar, one 
may apply only certain previously specified strings of productions. In a 
programmed grammar, an application of each production determines which 
productions are applicable at the next step. In a grammar with a regular 
control language C,' the string of productions applied in a derivation must 
belong to C. 
It is fairly obvious that the resulting families of languages, if defined in the 
order above, form an ascending chain. In this paper we will show that all 
these families are equal. The proof is carried out for four different cases 
which result by (i) including or excluding productions X--+ A, and by (ii) 
considering two different meanings of the "application of a production". 
It will be seen that every recursively enumerable anguage is generated by a 
periodically time-variant context-free grammar. The theory is also applicable 
to some other restrictive devices recently introduced. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G =- (IN, I t ,  X0, F) be a context-free grammar, where 1 N is the set of 
nonterminals, Ir  the set of terminals, X 0 the initial symbol and F the set of 
productions. Denote by L(G) the language generated by G. (The reader is 
assumed to be familiar with the basic notions concerning formal languages. 
Cf. Salomaa (1969 c).) Let 
{f~ ,..., f,~} (1) 
be a set of distinct labels for the productions in F and assume that F 1 is a 
subset of (1). Let 
Xo = Po => P1 => P2 ~ "'" ~ P~ r >~ 1, (2) 
fJ(o) fJ(1) f~(2) fJ(r-1) ' 
be a derivation according to G, where for each i, 0 ~< i < r, the production 
labeled by f~-(i) is X --+ R and either 
(i) there exist Q1 and Q2 such that Pi = Q1XQ2 and Pi+l = Q1RQz, or else 
(ii) X is not a subword of Pi, f~(i) E F 1 and P~ = Pi+l- Then the word 
f~(0) f~(1) " f ; I r -1) 
over the alphabet (1) is termed acontrol word of the derivation (2). 
Thus, a control word of a derivation indicates which productions have been 
applied in the derivation, where "applying" a production f means either 
actually rewriting according to f (cf. point (i) above), or noticing that such 
rewriting is not possible and that f~F  1(cf. point (ii)). For productions in the 
set F --F1, only alternative (i) is possible. 
Let C be a regular language over the alphabet (1). Then 
Lc(G, F1) (3) 
is defined to be the subset of L(G) consisting of words which possess at least 
one derivation whose control word is in C. (3) is referred to as the language 
generated by the pair (G, F1) with control language C. 
We denote by ~a the family of all languages of the form (3). (Thus G 
ranges over context-free grammars, F~ over subsets of the set of production 
labels of G, and C over regular languages.) Similarly, ~90 c is the subset of ~ ,  
obtained by considering only )t-free context-free grammars G (which do not 
contain productions X --+ )~, where )~ is the empty word). 
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The family of languages of the form 
Lc(G , 2s) (~ = the empty set) 
is denoted by ~a. Finally, ~a is the subset of ~a, obtained by considering 
A-free grammars G only. 
Thus, in our notation the lower index c indicates that "checking" of the 
applicability of productions is allowed. The upper index A indicates that 
productions X --+ A are allowed. The inclusions 
(4) 
are an immediate consequence of the definitions. Furthermore, each of the 
families in (4) properly includes the family of context-free languages. This 
follows because the language 
{x"y"zn l n >1 {} (5) 
belongs to the family ~.  
Remark 1. By the definition above, control anguages C are always regular 
in this paper. Of course, one can consider also arbitrary control languages, 
of. Salomaa (1969 a). Our notion of a control anguage differs from the notion 
of a control set by Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) in that the latter authors 
restrict heir attention to leftmost derivations only. 
Let G -= (IN, IT,  X o ,F) be a context-free grammar, (1) a set of labels 
for F, F 1 a subset of (1) and go a periodic mapping of the set of natural numbers 
into the set of subsets of (1). Then the triple (G, F1, go) is termed aperiodically 
time-variant context-free or, shortly, p.t.v.c.f, grammar. The language 
generated by the triple (G, F1, go) consists of all words P over I r for which 
there is a finite sequence 
Xo=Po,P~, . . . , P r=P 
of words over I n U I r such that, for each i with 0 ~ i ~ r, either 
(i) there exist Q1 and Q2 such that Pi = QaXQ2, P~+I = Q1RQ~ and the 
production X --+ R has its label in go(i + 1), or else 
(ii) there is a production Y --+ R1 with label in go(i + 1) n F 1 such that Y 
is not a subword of Pi and Pi = Pi+l • 
Thus, at the ith step of the derivation, only productions in go(i) can be 
applied, where "application" is understood in two senses, as in connection 
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with control words. For example, the language (5) is generated by the p.t.v.c.f. 
grammar (G, ~, go), where G and ~o are defined as follows: 
~o(1 q- 3i): X o ~ XYZ,  Z -* zZ, Z -* z; 
q0(2 q- 3i): X-*  xX, X---* x, U --+y; 
9(3 + 3i): Y--+ yY ,  Y ~ U. 
Capital etters are nonterminals and i ranges over nonnegative integers. 
We denote by ~a the family of p.t.v.c.f, languages, i.e., languages generated 
by p.t.v.c.f, grammars. ~ is the subset of ~a,  obtained by considering 
A-free grammars only. j -a is the family of languages generated by p.t.v.c.f. 
grammars (G, ~, ~o) and, finally, Y is the subset of j-a, obtained by consider- 
ing ~-free grammars only. The inclusions 
(6) 
are obvious. As shown above, the language (5) belongs to the family ~'. 
Consequently, each of the families in (6) properly includes the family of 
context-free languages. 
Remark 2. P.t.v.c.f. grammars are a special case of time-variant type 2 
grammars which, in turn, are a special case of time-variant grammars. It is 
easy to prove that the families in (6) remain unaltered if ~o is assumed to be an 
almost periodic function. 
By a (context-free) matrix grammar we mean a triple G M = (G, F1, M), 
where G is a context-free grammar, F 1 is a subset of the set of labels for the 
productions of G and M is a finite set of finite strings 
[A ,L ,...,L] (n >~ 1) (7) 
of production labels. The elements (7) of M are called matrices. In derivations 
according to Gin, one has to apply entire matrices (7), i.e., one applies first f l ,  
then f2 and, finally, f~, whereupon one may choose another matrix. Thereby, 
the application of a productionf~F 1 is understood in the two senses (i) and 
(ii), analogously as above. The language generated by Gm is the subset of 
L(G) consisting of words which possess a derivation which uses only entire 
matrices (7). If each of the matrices consists of one production only, we obtain 
an ordinary context-free grammar. Matrix grammars have been introduced 
by Abraham (1965). 
We denote by ~/a the family of languages generated by matrix grammars. 
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The notations dZc, ~fa and ~ are introduced similarly as above. Each of 
these families properly contains the family of context-free languages, and 
inclusions corresponding to (4) and (6) hold true. 
A (context-free) programmed grammar is a triple G~ = (G, % ¢), where G 
is a context-free grammar and ~0 and ¢ mappings of the set of labels (1) for 
the productions of G into the set of subsets of (1). For fe  (1), p ( f )  and ¢( f )  
are termed the success and failure field off, respectively. A derivation according 
to G~ begins with the application of some production with the initial symbol 
X o on the left side. The application of a production f : X --* P to a word Q 
means either 
(i) replacing some occurrence ofX in Q by P, or 
(ii) noticing that X does not occur in Q. 
In case (i), the next production applied must belong to 9~(f), in case (ii) to 
¢( f ) .  The language generated by G~ is the subset of L(G) consisting of 
words which can be derived in this manner. 
For a more detailed exposition, the reader is referred to Rosenkrantz (1969). 
Note that the production set of G may contain several identical productions 
which are labeled by different labels. (This is possible also in the three other 
types of grammars considered.) Note also that our definition differs from 
that of Rosenkrantz in that in (i) the occurrence of X replaced by P is not 
necessarily its leftmost occurrence. 
The family of languages generated by programmed grammars is denoted 
by ~c a. ~c is the subset of ~e ~, obtained by considering A-free grammars G
only. ~ is the subset of ~,a, obtained by considering programmed grammars 
with empty failure fields, i.e., the range of ¢ is the empty set. Finally, ~ is 
the subset of ~a, obtained by considering A-free grammars only. All of these 
families properly include the family of context-free languages, and inclusions 
corresponding to (4) and (6) hold true. 
We will show in this paper that the generative power of p.t.v.c.f., matrix, 
as well as programmed grammars equals the generative power of grammars 
with a regular control anguage, i.e., 
~ = ~ = Jd0~ = ~,~, 
=~ = ~ = ~o,  
~ = j~ = ~i'~ = ~,  
5¢ = Y = dr' = ~. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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2. RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE LANGUAGES, DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIONS 
We begin with establishing some simple inclusion relations. 
LEMMA 1. die a C ~a _ ~L.c~ca. 
Proof. A given matrix grammar GM = (G, F1,  M)  is transformed into 
a programmed grammar G~ as follows. A new labeling of productions is 
introduced in such a way that, for any matrices m 1 and m~, all labels occurring 
in m 1 and m~ are distinct. Two new nonterminals X 0' (the new initial symbol) 
and Y are added. All productions in the matrices, with their new labels, 
belong to G~. Assume that the production f comes from the matrix (7). 
I f f  = fi with i < n, then go(f) = {fi+l}. Moreover, ¢ ( f )  = {fi+l} or = ¢, 
according as whether feF  1 or f~F  1 . I f f  = f~,  then go(f) consists of the 
labels of all first productions in the matrices, as well as the production Y---* ~. 
Moreover, ¢ ( f )  = go(f) or ¢ ( f )  = ¢, according as whether feF  1 or 
f~F  1 . The success and failure fields of the production Y---* A are empty. 
Finally, the production X 0' --+ X0Y , whose success field consists of all first 
productions in the matrices and failure field is empty, is added. Clearly, 
L(GM) = L(G~,). The nonterminal Y is introduced to prevent derivations 
ending with only a partial application of some matrix. 
To prove the second inclusion, we consider a programmed grammar 
G~ = (G, % ¢). Let (1) be a set of labels for the productions in G, and let 
Xi  --* Pi be the production labeled by]' / ,  i = 1 .... , k. Le tg i ,  / = 1 .... , k, be 
the production Xi  --+ Y, where Y is a nonterminal letter distinct from the 
letters of G. Let G 1 be the programmed grammar obtained from G~ by adding 
the nonterminal Y and the productions gi ,  and changing the success and 
failure fields as follows. The failure field of each f i ,  as well as the success 
field of each gi ,  is empty. The success field of f i  consists of all elementsf~ and 
gj such that fj E go(fi). The failure field ofg i  consists of all elements f~ and g5 
such that f je  ¢(fi). Then it is easy to verify that the language generated by 
G 1 equals the language generated by G~. Clearly, all productions of G 1 are of 
type 2. 
We now define a directed graph with 2k nodes as follows. The nodes are 
labeled byf i  and gi ,  i = 1,..., k. There is an edge from one node to another 
if and only if the latter node is in the success or failure field of the former 
node in G 1 . To each finite path there corresponds a word over the alphabet 
{f l  ,..., f~ ,  gl .... , ge}. 
It is well-known that the language C consisting of all these words is regular. 
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We obtain 
L(a , )  -- LdG~,  {g~,..., g,}), 
where G 1 is now considered to be an ordinary type 2 grammar, i.e., without 
go-to fields. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. ~a  C ~'~. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary language L ~ Lc(G , F~) in the family ~c ~, 
where again (1) is a set of labels for the productions of G. Assume that C is 
accepted by the finite deterministic automaton _d with the alphabet (1), state 
set S, initial state s o , final state set S~ and transition function ~v. We add to G 
as new nonterminals the letter X 0' (the new initial symbol) and the elements 
of S. Let M be the set consisting of the matrices 
[X o' ~ Xos0], (12) 
[f,,s-+cp(s, fi)], i= l  .... ,k, s~S,  (13) 
[f~,s---~A], i= l , . . . , k ,  s~S,  ~o(s,f~)~S 1. (14) 
(The production in (12) and the latter productions in (13) and (14) are used as 
their own labels.) Then the matrix grammar (G 1 ,F1, M), where G 1 is 
obtained from G 'by adding the new nonterminals and productions in the 
matrices, generates the language L. In fact, because the productions involving 
elements of S do not belong to F~, a derivation leads to a terminal word only 
if its control word moves d from s o to a final state. Hence, Lemma 2 follows. 
By a result of Rosenkrantz (1969), the family ~ equals the family ~ of 
recursively enumerable (i.e., type 0 in the Chomsky hierarchy) languages. 
In fact, the proof of Rosenkrantz remains unaltered for our slightly different 
notion where a successful application of a context-free production is not 
necessarily eftmost. Hence, by Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 1. The family of recursively enumerable languages equals the 
family of languages generated by context-free grammars with a regular control 
language, as well as the family of languages generated by context-free matrix 
grammars. Thus, 
Considering Lemma 1 and the matrices (12)-(i4) in the proof of Lemma 2, 
we can reduce the length of the matrices: 
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THEOREM 2. Every language generated by a context-free matrix grammar 
is generated by a context-free matrix grammar whose matrices consist of one or 
two productions only. 
Remark 3. Although not explicitly stated, all constructions in this paper 
are effective. 
3. THE FAMILY ~Qoa 
We now turn to the discussion of the language families which are not marked 
by the lower index c. This means that it is not possible to check whether or 
not a production isapplicable and, if not, to go to the next production assigned 
by some of our restrictive devices. An application of a production always 
means actual rewriting. 
LEMMA 3. #/{a _ ~a C 5Ca. 
Proof. The first part of the proof is the same as the corresponding part 
for Lemma 1. The programmed grammar constructed will have only empty 
failure fields. The second part of the proof is even easier than the correspond- 
ing part for Lemma 1, because now the productions gi are not needed. 
LEMMA 4. j -a ___ 5Ca and y a C ~L~'~ a. 
Proof. The language generated by a p.t.v.c.f, grammar (G, F1,9)  equals 
the language Lc(G , F1) , where C is denoted by the regular expression 
(9(1) "'" 9(n)) * (9(1) + 9(1) 9(2) + "'" + 9(1)"" 9(n -- 1)), 
where n is the period of 9. 
LEMMA 5. ~oa_C~(a C Ja .  
Proof. The first inclusion follows exactly as Lemrna 2. To prove the 
second inclusion, we consider a matrix grammar GM ~- (G, ~,  M). Without 
loss of generality, we assume that each matrix in M contains at most two 
productions. (Cf. the proof of Theorem 2.) Because ach matrix 
[X--+ P] 
can be replaced by the matrix 
[X ~ X,  X ~ P], 
we may assume that each matrix in M contains exactly two productions. 
643/z7[3-6 
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A p.t.v.c.f, grammar G~ = (G1, ~, 9~) will now be defined in such a way 
that 
L(GM) = L(G~). (15) 
Let 
IX1 i --+ P1 i, X2 i --+ P2i], (16) 
where i ~- 1,..., u, be all the matrices in M. The set of nonterminals of G 1 
is obtained by adding the new nonterminals 
Y/, l ~ i~u,  1 ~ j~2,  
to those of G. The set of terminals and the initial symbol in G 1 equal those 
in G. The production set of G1 consists of all productions of the following 
three forms: 
X~ --~ PLY~, (17) 
Y/-+ Y/, (18) 
Y/ -~ A, (19) 
where 1 ~ i~uand 1 ~ j~2.  
By definition, ~o will be a periodic function with the period 2u + 2. Thus, 
it suffices to define q~ for natural numbers less than or equal to 2u + 2. 
For j  = 1, 2, ~(j) consists of the productions (17), where i ----- 1,..., u. For 
v=2u+j ,  1 ~ j~2,  
cp(v) consists of the productions (19), where i = 1,..., u. For 
v=2h+j ,  1 ~h~u- -1 ,  1 ~ j~2,  
~(v) consists of the productions (18), where 1 ~ i ~ u and i 4: h, and of the 
production 
Y~-s--+ Y~-J. (20) 
The nonterminals Y /are  introduced in order to prevent such derivations 
getting through which use first and second productions from two different 
matrices. We will now prove that (15) holds true. 
Consider the application of a matrix (16) in a derivation according to GM. 
Precisely the same effect is obtained in a derivation according to G~ in 2u -}- 2 
steps. The only difference is that during the first two steps the nonterminals 
Y/, j ~ 1, 2, are introduced and, during the last two steps considered, these 
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nonterminals are erased. Hence, any derivation according to GM can be 
converted to a derivation according to G, and, consequently, the left side of 
(15) is included in the right side. 
Any derivation according to G, can be divided into subderivations, each 
of which consists of 2u + 2 steps. Consider one such subderivation. If, 
for some i, the nonterminals yji, j = 1, 2, are introduced during the first 
two steps, then the Same effect is obtained by applying the matrix (16). 
Assume, therefore, that the nonterminals I71 a and y b a ~ b, are introduced 
during the first two steps. Then, by the choice of the production (20)to the 
range of p(v), both of the productions Y1 a --~ I/1 a and Y~o --~ y b are applic- 
able at the same step. Consequently, for some v, no production is applicable 
at the vth step. (In fact, if a ~ u then v ~ 2a -[- 1, and if a -~ u then 
v ---- 2b + 2.) Thus, the derivation terminates without producing a terminal 
word. This implies that the right side of (15) is included in the left side and, 
hence, Lemma 5 follows. 
Our next theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3-5. The 
expression "no checking possibilities" is explained at the beginning of Sec- 
tion 3. 
THEOREM 3. All of the following language families coincide: the family of 
languages generated by context-free grammars with a regular control language 
and with no checking possibilities, the family of languages generated by context- 
free matrix grammars with no checking possibilities, the family of languages 
generated by context-free programmed grammars with empty failure fields and 
the family of languages generated by p.t.v.c.f, grammars with no checking 
possibilities. Thus, the equations (10) are valid. 
4. EVERY RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE LANGUAGE IS P.T.V.C.F. 
We will now prove that the latter inclusion in Lemma 5 holds true also 
for the families dt'c ~ and ~a.  This calls for a modification of our previous 
argument, where new nonterminals will be introduced to indicate that a 
production X --~ P has been applied to a word Q by noticing that X is not 
a subword of Q. 
LEMMA 6. ~'0~ C ~a. 
Proof. Consider a matrix grammar G~ = (G, F1, M). Without loss of 
generality, we assume that the matrices (16), where i = 1,..., u, constitute 
the set M. Furthermore, by considering matrices (12)-(14), we assume that 
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F 1 does not contain any of the second productions in the matrices (16). 
Moreover, except for the matrix 
[Xo' ~ Xo', Xo' -~ Xoso], (21) 
where x o' is the initial symbol of G, no letter occurring  the first production 
of a matrix occurs in the second production. I f F  1 is empty, our assertion 
follows by Lemma 5. Therefore, we may assume that F 1 contains v elements, 
1 ~< v < u, which are among the first productions of the matrices (16). 
(We have v < u because the first production of (21) does not belong to F 1 .) 
Thus, by a suitable renumbering, the elements o f f  1 are 
Xli--~ Pl i, 1 <~ i <~ v. 
Let (2t) be the uth matrix according to this new numbering. 
A p.t.v.c.f, grammar Gt = (G1, F2, ~b) will now be introduced such that 
L(GM) = L(Gt). (22) 
The set of nonterminals of G 1 is obtained by adding new nonterminals 
U,Z,  U ~,Z ~, 1 <~ i ~ v, 
Yff, 1 ~ i~u,  1 ~ j~2,  
to those of G. The production set of G1 consists of all productions of the forms 
(17)-(19) with 
X1 u ~ PlUYlUU instead of X1 u ~ PluY1 u, (23) 
and of the following productions 
U -+ A, (24) 
U ~ UiUy1 i, 1 ~< i ~< v, (25) 
Xz ~ --* Z ~, 1 <~ i <~ v, (26) 
U * -+ Z ~, 1 ~ i ~< v, (27) 
Z ~ --+ A, 1 ~ i ~ v, (28) 
Z i ---* Z, 1 <~ i <~ v. (29) 
The set of terminals and the initial symbol in G 1 equal those in G. The set 
F~ consists of the productions (26)-(29). 
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By definition, ~b will be a periodic function with the period (2u + 2) + 4v. 
For j ~ 1,..., 2u ~- 2, ~b(j) is defined exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5, 
with the exception (23) and with the further exception that all productions 
(24) and (25) are added to the set ~b(1). For 
j = (2u -k 2) -}- 1,..., (2u ÷ 2) -k 4% (30) 
~b(j) will consist of one production only. These productions are (26)-(29) 
in the following order: 
X11-->-z 1, U 14  Z 1, Z 1~ ~,..., 
XI" -+ Z ~, U ~ -~ Z ", Z ~ ~ ;~, 
Z 1 --~ Z,..., Z ~ --+ Z. 
Having completed the definition of Gt,  we now prove that (22) holds true. 
To an application of a matrix, there corresponds (2u + 2) Jr 4v steps in a 
derivation according to G t . Among these only the first two steps are "essen- 
tial"; the remaining ones serve the purpose of checking that the first two 
steps were done correctly. The role of the Y's is the same as in the proof of 
Lemma 5: they enable us to make sure that the productions applied at the 
first two steps come from the same matrix. 
Assume that we want to apply the production 
X1 i --+ P1 ~ I71 i, 1 ~ i ~ v, 
at the first step by noticing that Xx i is not a subword of the word considered. 
Then we apply the production (25). This application has been wrong if and 
only if, for some i, we have both of the letters X1 i and U ~ in our word after 
the first step. By our assumption concerning the matrices, this happens 
exactly in case X1 i and U ~ occur in our word after the (2u -k 2)th step. On 
the other hand, this means that the nonterminal Z (which can never be elimin- 
ated) will be introduced at the steps (30). By the choice of F2, this is the only 
case where Z will be introduced. Hence, only correct applications of (25) lead 
to terminal words. 
A derivation according to G~ is terminated by an application of (24). 
If (24) is used prematurely then no terminal word will result, because the y i 
introduced at the next step will not be eliminated. This completes the proof. 
Our next theorem summarizes some results, including results concerning 
rational probabilistic type-2 grammars. The reader is referred to Salomaa 
(1969b) for the definition or r.p.2.m, and r.p.2.s, languages. Theorem 4 
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 above, 
and Theorem 14 in Salomaa (1969b). 
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THEOREM 4. The family of recursively enumerable anguages coincides 
with each of the following families: the family of languages generated by context- 
free grammars with a regular control language, the family of languages generated 
by context-free matrix grammars, the family of languages generated by context- 
free programmed grammars, the family of languages generated by p.t.v.c.f. 
grammars, the family of r.p.2.m, languages (with checking) and the family of 
r.p.2.s, languages (with checking). Thus, the equations (8) are valid. 
5. THE FAMILIES ~ AND 
The results about the equivalence of various types of grammars, obtained 
in Sections 2-4, will now be extended to concern the case where the basic 
grammar does not contain productions of the form X -+ A. Essentially, this 
amounts to Converting those nonterminals, which previously could be erased, 
to indices which are attached to some other nonterminals. 
We begin with some inclusion relations which can be established similarly 
as some of our earlier relations, because productions X --~ h are not intro- 
duced. 
LEMMA 7. ~_C58, ~C_~, J -C~and3"~C_~.  
Proof. Any given p.t.v.c.f, grammar (G, F 1 , 9~) where n is the period of % 
can be rewritten as a programmed grammar by introducing success and 
failure fields to the productions of G as follows. We assume that all labels in 
the sets ~(1),..., ~(n) are distinct. Initially, only productions in ~p(1) are 
available. The success and failure fields of a production 
fe  ~o(j) t~ F 1 
equal the set ~o(j + 1). The failure field of a production 
fe  9~(j) --  F 1 
is empty, the success field being the set 9~(j + 1). Since ~ is periodic, we 
obtain a programmed grammar in this fashion. Furthermore, if F 1 ~ ;~ 
then the programmed grammar will have only empty failure fields. Thus, the 
two last inclusions follow. The two first inclusions follow exactly as the 
corresponding ones in Lemma 1 (cf. also Lemma 3). 
LEMMA 8. ~ _C J4  and ~ C dg c . 
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary language L =Lc(G , ~) in the family c,¢, 
where G = (IN, IT, Xo, F) and (1) is a set of labels for the productions inF. 
Assume that C is accepted by the finite deterministic automaton A with the 
alphabet (1), state set S, initial state So, final state set $1 and transition 
function f0. We add to I n as new nonterminals the letters 
z(v, s), l s s. 
For a non-empty word P over 1N U 1T and s ~ S, we denote by ps the word 
obtained from P by replacing the last letter Y by the letter Z(Y, s). Let 
X --+ P be a production labeled by f. Then we label by f s  the production 
X ~ __+ p~(~,s), and by f~ (final) the production X s --+ P. Let M consist of the 
following matrices, where f ranges over the set (1), Y over I~ L) I r and s 
over S: 
[fi Z(Y, s) ~ Z(Y, rp(s, f))], (31) 
[fs], (32) 
[f, Z(Y, s) ~ Y] if ~(s, f )  ~ $1, (33) 
[ f s  (final)] if ~(s,f)  e S 1 . (34) 
Denote by G 1 the grammar whose initial symbol is Z(X0, So), terminal 
alphabet i s / r ,  and productions are the ones appearing in (31)-(34). Then L 
is generated by the matrix grammar (G1, ~ ,M), and the first inclusion follows. 
In case the original language L = Lc(G, F1) belongs to the family ~ we 
add, for each 
f : X--+ P, where f~F1 ,  
the following matrices to our matrix grammar: 
IX -÷ U, X s -~ U, Z(Y, s) ~ Z(Y, ~(s,f))], (35) 
IX -~. U, X s ~ U, Z(Y, s) --+ Y] for ~o(s,f) 6 S~, (36) 
where U is a new nonterminal. Let F 2 be the set consisting of the first two 
productions in the matrices (35) and (36). Denote by M1 the set consisting of 
all matrices (31)-(36) and by G 2 the grammar obtained from G 1 by adding U 
and the productions in F 2 . Then L is generated by the matrix grammar 
(G~, F2, M1), and the second inclusion follows. 
LEMMA 9. ~ _C y .  
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Proof. Let L be an arbitrary language in the family rig. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that L is generated by the matrix grammar (G1, Z, M) 
considered in the proof of Lemma 8, with matrices (31)-(34). We construct 
a p.t.v.c.f, grammar (G', ~, ~b)which as no productions X--~ A and which 
generates L.
Let u be the total number of the matrices (31) and (33). These matrices are 
numbered, using numbers 1,..., u. Let V be the union of the nonterminal 
and terminal alphabets of G 1 . The following new nonterminals are 
introduced: 
/3(Y, cO,/3(Y, ~),/3(Y, a/), for Y ~ v, 1 ~< i ~< u, 1 <~ j ~ 2. 
The set of nonterminals of G' consists of the nonterminals of G 1 and of all 
nonterminals ]3.
We label byf(a) the production obtained from the production labeled by f  
by replacing the last letter Y on the right side of the productionf by the letter 
fl(Y, a). The notation f(c9 i) is defined similarly. Furthermore, we consider 
the following labeled productions: 
gl(Y):/3(g, ~) ~/3(g, ~), 
g~(Y):/3(g, ~1) ~/3(Y, ~1), 
g3( Y) : /3( Y, oh) --> Y, 
g4(Y, i,j): /3(Y, ~/) -*/3(Y, ~/), Y ~ V, 
Y~ V; 
YE V; 
Y~ V; 
l <~ i <~ u, 1 ~j~2;  
gs(Y , i , j ) : f l (Y ,~/ ) -~Y,  Y~V,  1 <~i<~u, 1 <~j<~2. 
The production set of G', as well as the flmction ¢, will now be defined. 
By definition, ~b is a periodic function with period 2u-1-2. The set ¢(1) 
consists of the productions f(~li), where f is the first production of the ith 
of the matrices (31) and (33), and of the productionsf(a), wherefis the only 
production i  some matrix (32) or (34). The set ¢(2) consists of all productions 
gl and Of the productions f(~2i), where f is the second production of the ith 
matrix (31) and (33). For 
v = 2h + fi l <~ h <~ u --1,  l~<j~2,  
~(v) consists of the productions g4(Y, i,j), where 1 ~< i ~< u and i =~ h, of 
the productions g4(Y, h, 3 --j), and of all productions g~. The set ~b(2u -[- 1) 
consists of all productions g2 and of all productions gs(Y, i, 1). Finally, 
4J(2u + 2) consists of all productions g8 and of all productions gs(Y, i, 2). 
It can now be verified that L is generated by the p.t.v.c.f, grammar 
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(G', ~,  ¢). Since the nonterminal on the left side of the second production 
in a matrix (31) or (33) does not appear in the first production of the matrix, 
we may replace first productions f by productions f(~li). The role of the 
indices ~ji is the same as the role of the nonterminals yji in the proof of 
Lemma 5. The special index ~ is introduced to indicate that (32) or (34) was 
applied at the first step of the derivation. It is changed to al at the second step. 
As in the proof of Lemma 5, we see that an improper application of the pro- 
ductions at the first two steps causes the derivation to terminate without 
producing a terminal word. Hence, Lemma 9 follows. 
The proof of the following lemma, which combines the ideas used in the 
proofs of Lemmas 6 and 9, is omitted. 
LEMMA 10. ~'~ C ~.  
The next two theorems now immediately follow from Lemmas 7-10. 
THEOREM 5. All of the following language families coincide: the family of 
languages generated by A-free context-free grammars with a regular control 
language and with no checking possibilities, the family of languages generated by 
A-free context-free matrix grammars with no checking possibilities, the family of 
languages generated by A-free context-free programmed grammars with empty 
failure fieds and the family of languages generated by A-free p.t.v.c.f, grammars 
with no checking possibilities. Thus, the equations (11) are valid. 
THEOREM 6. All of the following language families coincide: the family of 
languages generated by A-free context-free grammars with a regular control 
language, the family of languages generated by A-free context-free matrix 
grammars, the family of languages generated by A-free context-free programmed 
grammars and the family of languages generated by A-free p.v.t.e.f, grammars. 
Thus, the equations (9) are valid. 
Remark 4. A reduction theorem for matrix grammars, corresponding to
Theorem 2, follows immediately from our theory also for matrix grammars 
generating the families ~'a, dZ c and sg. 
Remark 5. The family of languages generated by unordered scattered 
context grammars equals the family ~C.e. An unordered scattered context 
grammar differs from the notion introduced by Greibach and Hopcroft (1969) 
in that the order of the nonterminals tobe rewritten is immaterial. We hope to 
return to this problem in a forthcoming paper. 
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6. PROPERTIES OF THE FAMILIES ,~, 4 ,  ~Z, ~A 
We are now in the position to list some results concerning the position of 
our language families in the Chomsky hierarchy, as well as their properties as 
abstract families of languages. (For the notion of an abstract family of lan- 
guages or, shortly, AFL, ef. Ginsburg and Spanier (1968).) 
THEOREM 7. The families £P and oW eproperly include the family of context- 
free languages and are properly included in the family of context-sensitive 
languages. 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 and the 
result of Rosenkrantz (1969) concerning the family ~c • 
For the notion of an ordered grammar, the reader is referred to Fri~ (1968). 
It is shown in Salomaa (1969a) that the family of languages generated by 
context-free ordered grammars i a subfamily of ~ .  Consequently, we obtain 
the following theorem which solves an open problem of Fri~. 
THEOREM 8. The family of languages generated by context-free ordered 
grammars i  properly included in the family of context-semitive languages. 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 that the family 5¢c a is a full 
AFL. The proof of the following theorem is omitted. Apart from the assertion 
concerning restricted homomorphism (cf. Greibach and Hopcroft (1969)), 
the theorem is a special case of the results in Salomaa (1969a). 
THEOREM 9. The family ~¢~ is an AFL which is closed under substitution 
and restricted homomorphism. 
As regards families ~ and ~¢a, we have been able to establish their closure 
Under AFL operations other than catenation closure (i.e., the star operation). 
The difficulties involved with catenation closure are xplained in Salomaa 
(1969a). We do not know how large the family ~qoa ctually is compared, 
for instance, with context-sensitive languages or ~a.  Another open problem 
is whether or not ~a is properly included in ~.  
7. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that, for context-free grammars, the restrictive devices 
of a regular control language, of  programming, of a set of matrices and of 
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periodic time-variance are all equivalent as far as the generative power is 
concerned. Moreover, the equivalence was established in all four cases, which 
result by including or excluding productions X -+ A, and by allowing or 
excluding the checking of productions. Most important open problems con- 
cern the family ~a.  
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